President’s Notes – Mid-term Report Summer 2015
All our Championships are in full swing except for Sporting Trials who are on their
summer holidays. On the surface, the number of members and participants in all
our Championships look very healthy. We are approaching 1000 members for the
first time for many years. Most disciplines are up and the competition is excellent.
Rallying however is going through a year of change and we can expect 2016 to be
even more challenging I believe.
The Asphalt Championship is doing very well in its own right bolstered by the new
BTRDA Challenge which has brought a few Forest crews to Asphalt and vice versa.
The Forest Championship is beginning to feel the effects of the recent MSA edicts
which have been announced since the end of March. Whilst I appreciate that some
competitors are very happy to be running further up the field, the 1400 classes,
especially Rally First, have felt the effects already of the revised seeding instructed
by the MSA Executive as they are now running towards the back of the field. In
addition the running order has decimated the Category 1 Historic cars as well at
some Category 2. Whilst we are all in agreement that Safety must be the priority for
all our sports, the MSA’s decision not to allow an exemption to the Blue Book
Regulation has hit the competitors at the entry level the hardest and I believe this
action has been done without any evidence that what is now happening is anyway
better or safer than before.
The BTRDA has made many representations to the MSA to reconsider without
success; after all we have been running in the old format for over 20 years. We
shall keep trying with the hope that we can convince the MSA as it is almost
impossible at the moment to promote entry level forest rallying at a reasonable cost.
I would ask for your help as I am fairly sure that the MSA Executive have
underestimated the feeling of Club Rally organisers, marshals and competitors. If
you have been affected by the revised running order of events and are considering
whether to continue for this year would you please let the MSA know by writing or
emailing your thoughts. Certainly it is my feeling that they are not listening to their
Rallies Committee or many officials who are offering advice.
Finally I was pleased to hear that the Sporting Trials brigade is still good at
th
subterfuge. On June 14 the Camel Vale Motor Club organised a special Trial for
multiple BTRDA Trials Champion, Calvin Kneebone without his knowledge. He had
let it be known that he was retiring from the sport and with the help of Duncan
Stephens and various member of the Fack family they surprised Calvin by getting
his car to the site so that he could retire in style. He is 77 years of age and had
retired initially having won the 1990/92/93 Championships before returning to the
sport to become Champion again in 2000. What’s the betting he will be back
sometime in the future? Happy retirement Calvin.
Mike Broad
56 Heritage Court, Lichfield, Staffs. WS14 9ST
Email: mike.broad@live.co.uk

PAST PRESIDENTS
Maurice Toulmin
Denis Flather

1938 – 1959
1974 – 1989

Denis Flather
Brian Midgley

1959 – 1967
1989 – 2007

Vacant

1967 – 1974

Regalia Co-ordinator
We are looking for someone to source and distribute regalia to the various
®
Championship Committees. The aim is to ensure that the BTRDA
“corporate identity” is maintained throughout the disciplines and to obtain
the best value and variety of products by “bulk” purchase.
If this is of interest to you please contact the Chairman of Council –
Steve Layton (steve-allrounders@brtda.com).

BTRDA® Car Trials Championship
LOW DOWN TORQUE
My calendar reveals that we are now in June.
How time flies when one is wrapped up against
the worst elements of our curious weather!
In my last report, I covered at some length the
revised regulations concerning front seat
passengers. We’re now a few events down the
line and have seen some take up of the option
to run solo, but I would love to have more
feedback on this from anyone who has tried it.
Please drop me an email with your reasons for
taking up the option and how you felt the car
performed.
Distant events, holidays and incapacity have
interfered with my competitive year, not to
nd
mention the car falling apart on my 2 event!
st
However, my 1 event was encouragingly
successful when I ventured down to the
Ivinghoe Spring Trial. I had opted to try out
some (controversial) new tyres for research
purposes. Although they didn’t slip in under the
radar, we were allowed to run but with the
whole field running at +6 psi in the dry

conditions my findings were inconclusive. The
penalty for this experiment came some days
after the trial when I suffered severe sciatica for
my troubles. Maybe something to do with
having to unexpectedly renew the battery on
the car and not taking the right care of my
susceptible back. Anyway, the upside to this
was it gave me time to conduct some studies
on tyres and legislation and I’m hoping to
persuade our committee and the MSA Trials
Committee that the tyre regulations are long
overdue for an update regarding the definition
of winter tyres. Time will tell, so watch this
space.
In the meantime, we seem to have a
reasonably healthy championship with a good
mix of event winners and some fresh and
refreshed faces, as noted in Simon’s column.
Enjoy the rest of the season!
Neil Mackay
neil.mackay.home@btinternet.com

th

Ivinghoe Spring Trial, 19 April 2015, Falcon Motor Club
This was my first visit to FMC’s Ivinghoe site, to
the SW of Dunstable, and on this occasion I
had with me a virgin passenger. So, a learning
curve for us both, but at least Dan had some
motorsport experience as a teenager, when he
drove quite successfully in a few grass-track
events. En route, our conversation took an

unexpected turn when we were bemused at the
chalk lions glimpsed on the hillside, shortly
before arriving at the site; the chalk also
explained the colouring of exposed stone and
in adjacent fields. But we weren’t heading for
Whipsnade, we were set for a day’s car
trialling.
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The entry of just over 40 was equally divided
between the National B event and the
Clubmans, the former also being a round of the
ASEMC and the AWMMC Championships. My
AX was in the largest of the 3 classes but it
contained some very capable crews and cars
so there was no room for lack of concentration
or errors. I did, however, have the benefit of
having sufficient number of cars ahead of me to
help eliminate what little moisture there was in
the grass. I also quite like competing on new
sites – the completely fresh interpretation of the
site and being focussed to make my own
decisions tends to work well for me. Whether
imparting my “plan A” thoughts to new
passenger Dan made any difference to my
confidence, I wouldn’t know.
My nearest challengers were to be Colin Reid
and Roger Holder, both driving Novas. My tiny
advantage over Colin at the end of round 1
didn’t improve over round 2 as we both enjoyed
perfect scores. Fortunately I had a reasonable,
but not perfect, afternoon, even with the more
challenging sections, and with fellow class
competitors not quite finding their feet (so to

speak) I was delighted to be declared the
winner overall.
The site provided variety and had sufficient
features to make for an interesting and
challenging day. It looked to me as though it
would work equally well, if not better, in damp
conditions. It is a “top approach” site though,
and I can’t speak for how slippery it might get in
a downpour, compromising exit from the area
of the sections.
In Class 1, Mark Hoppé (Saxo) generally had a
commanding day, certainly good enough to
absorb an expensive 10 on round 3, and he
won the class from John Wadsworth (Ka) by 24
marks. Lowest scores of the day were shared
by our regular Imp drivers Courts and Oliver,
the tied 19 marks lost going in Dave’s favour.
Next up was Dave Harvey in another Imp and
another super day to keep Barrie Parker off the
class podium!
Thank you to Falcon Motor Club for another
sound event, making good use of their
resourceful team.
Neil Mackay
th

Ernest Owen Trial – Owen Motoring Club 26 April 2015
A new earlier date for the championship’s
annual trip to Catton Park was still met with
good weather and ground conditions despite
heavy rain the previous day. Having to share
the site with a clay pigeon shoot meant
restricted space and a change in format to six

Shawn Franklin at Wye Forest Trial
Photo: Angela Danby

rounds of six non-damaging hills with enough
changes to keep the 31 starters on their toes.
The battle at the head of Class 1 would once
again be between Mark Hoppé and Henry
Kitching who traded marks throughout the day,
the two of them quickly pulling away from the
rest of the class. Mark held a slender
lead of 4 points at lunch helped by three
clears on the tricky hill 5 manned by
Mike Stephens.
This was my first outing of the year car
sharing as usual with Tim Beard but this
time in Tim’s newly-acquired Saxo VTR,
a step forward (or so we hope) from my
old 1100cc example. The overlooked
old car I had lent to James Nicholls who
was chasing Allrounders points, and I
was somewhat embarrassed to be
trailing him at half way! James had put
in some excellent climbs not having
competed in a trial for several years,
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while I quickly made excuses about how
different the new car was.
The scores at the front of Class 2 dropped
considerably as the day went on and the
ground dried up after the overnight rain. Simon
Harris in his trusty Golf GTi was having to work
hard to stay ahead of Rupert North who again
found that Catton’s tight sections suited him
and his Mini. Simon held a 5 point lead at half
way although Rupert soon fought back in the
afternoon. Roger Holder was holding a strong
third in a competitive class of 12 starters with
Ioan and Sion Roberts only a little further back
in their Saxo.
In Class 3 Imp man Steve Courts was rarely
troubled, setting the tone from the start
remarkably only dropping 5 points on the
opening round. He had pulled out a lead of 10
over Dave Oliver by lunchtime with Brian
rd
Roberts sitting in 3 in the Dutton.
Class 1 produced two tie breaks, Mark Hoppé
emerging from his tense battle with Henry

Kitching to win the class. Third and fourth was
also a tie-break with myself edging out Tim
Beard, James Nicholls slipping back a little in
the afternoon but keeping ahead of Shawn
Franklin.
Class 2 was decided on the final round with two
excellent climbs from Simon Harris clinching
the class win from Rupert North, Roger Holder
maintaining 3rd. Liam Raffertey headed home
first of the two Class 4 ‘specials’ by a good
margin of 45 marks.
Steve Courts was the very worthy overall
winner on index, putting in a dominant display
and dropping only 25 points all day. Brian
Roberts put in a clear last round which moved
him ahead of Dave Oliver by a single point to
inherit the Class 3 win.
Many thanks have to go to Nick Pollitt who as
ever made excellent use of Catton throughout
the day and the dedicated marshals who had a
long day out on the hills.
David Allman

th

Warwickshire Trial 10 May
As usual the trial was held at the Burton Dasset
hills near Gaydon. Mike Stephens and Dave
Oliver were in charge of the sections, some
challenging climbs were due!!!
Ground
conditions were perfect, looked a doddle,
but, caught you out .
Round 1
Class 1 Mark Hoppe showed the way closely
followed by Nick Pollitt with two t’s !!!
Class 2 Phill Buckle started as he intended to
continue with a storming 20 marks lost 14
ahead of Ray Jacobs
Class 3 Barrie Parker was on 7 followed by an
on form Nigel Weeks on 8
Round 2
Class 1 Nick on this round got 1 back off Mark
yet Mark led the class at mid-way
Class 2 Phill Buckle was still powering away
dropping an astounding low score of 11. Chris
Buckle came to life with a round of 20. Colin
Reid and Roger Holder also had good rounds
of 21 and 25 respectively

Class 3 Barrie Parker was holding his position
in class, Nigel weeks dropped a clangor on hill
2 and let Steve Courts in to take second spot
over by 2 marks
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Mark on 51

Phill on 31

Barrie

Nick 62

Ray 54

Steve 20

15

Dave and Mike changed all sections as the
ground was drying out, although it was an over
cast day yet warm, it was pleasant in the valley.
The traditional bomb hole at the bottom end of
the site was bought into use, to add to the
hazards .
Round 3
Class 1 Mark was maintaining his position
dropping 22, Nick was close dropping 24.
Chris Judge was trying to stay with the leaders
dropping 26 on this round
Class 2 Phill had another brilliant round on 12
so did Colin on 15 and Roger Holder on 18.
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This excellent round from Colin took him into
second position ousting Ray Jacobs from this
slot.

number of others, competed without a
passenger. He told me later that really enjoyed
himself .

Class 3 Barrie kept his nose in front to head
the class, on his heals was Steve and Nigel

Class 2 Phill continued to dominate the class
dropping only 6 next nearest was Colin Reid on
11 and Martin Mackenzie !! also on 11. Then it
was Roger Holder and Ray Jacobs on 13
followed by Chris Buckle on 14. Close scores
on last round.

Round 4
Class 1 Mark sealed the class with a mega 12
score to Chris Judge and Shawn Franklin on
21. I must mention Mike Jones whom had not
done a Car Trial for some years, because Cov
& Warks Motor Club opted to offer the new
option of not using a passenger, Mike and a
1st Overall
st
Class 1
1
nd
2
st
Class 2
1
nd
2
st
Class 3
1
nd
2

Class 3 Barrie takes class win ,with Steve 4
marks adrift

Phill Buckle
Mark Hoppe
Nick Pollitt
Colin Reid
Roger Holder
Barrie Parker
Steve Courts

Citroen
Citroen
VW
Nova
Nova
Westfield
Imp

Another good days trialing thanks everyone Steve Courts
th

Wyre Forest Car Trial – 7 June 2015
The orchard site at Heightington is a great car
trial venue, so not one to be missed and given
the fair weather on the day it made for an
excellent event. Eight hills had been laid out
making best use of the site variations, definitely
not posts in the same holes syndrome!
Round 1, Henry Kitching leaped into the lead in
Class 1 on a score of 8 to reigning champion
Mark Hoppé’s 21, things were a bit closer in
Class 2 with Simon Harris on 6 and Rupert
North, Chris and Phil Buckle and Ray Jacobs
all within another 3 points. Neil Mackay’s AX
cried enough on hill 8 with a broken gearbox

David Oliver at Catton Park
Photo: Duncan Stephens

mount allowing a driveshaft to make a break for
freedom. Class 3 was a close battle with Steve
Courts, Barrie Parker, Brian Roberts and Dave
Oliver all on 4 and dropping the point all in the
same place.
Round 2, Hills were considerably altered to
make use of fresh damp grass but things
continued in the same vein, Henry Kitching
again having the best of class 1, but Tim Beard
getting to grips with the Saxo and closing in
ahead of Mark Hoppé. Class 2 still tight with
Phil Buckle eating into Simon Harris’s lead.
Class 3 was still very close, but the old master
Steve Courts sneaked ahead dropping
just 1 point.
Round 3, after a leisurely lunch break,
Henry Kitching had another storming
round on 15, half the score of Tim
Beard. Class 2, Simon Harris got the
best of this round but Phil Buckle still
hard on his heels. This round saw the
demise of Kev and Sion Roberts’ Puma,
suspected broken diff. Class 3, Brian
Roberts, Steve Courts and Dave Oliver
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were all on 3, Barrie Parker collecting a few
more on 7, Barrie opting to run without a
passenger as is the option on some events
now, perhaps that’s why he caught a pole on
the nearside!
Round 4, So dry underfoot now so hills were
only altered slightly, Henry Kitching again had
the best of class 1, Rupert North found the drier
conditions more to his liking, having a good
final round, Class 3, Barrie Parker, Brian and
Ioan Roberts and Steve Courts went clear.
No surprise then that Henry Kitching took the
overall win, Mark Hoppé just scraping class 1

win, Class 2 went to Simon Harris, Class 3 to
Steve Courts and Class 8 to Michael Weeks
running alone in class.
Dean Partington and Liam Rafferty brought
their special classic trials DP’s to compete in
the clubman’s event, always great to see, Dean
just getting the better of Liam by 1 point at the
end of the day.
A big thank you to all the marshals and the
team at Kidderminster Car Club for a
professionally run event in a friendly
atmosphere.
DJO

st

Wye Valley Car Trial, 21 June 2015, Ross and District Motor Sports
An unusually modest entry for this event
gathered on a coolish Father’s Day at Putley,
nr Ledbury, Herefordshire. There was little
evidence of the previous day’s rain and the day
saw drying conditions after the early moisture
in the grass and bracken.
The best
represented class with 12 cars was Class 3 for
rwd, sports and classics, from where the event
winner would emerge; Classes 1 & 2 contained
6 and 8 starters respectively. Simon Harris had
set out a good mix of hills, some familiar or with
variations to familiar and one completely new
section that he had “found”. We never did find
the fuel stop on that one, Simon!
The increasingly popular Citroen Saxo in car
trials was to be found in both classes 1 and 2,
with or without orange painted wheels! In
Class 1 they were joined by an Alpha and a Ka.
Reigning Champion Mark Hoppé had the Class

sewn up by lunch time, subject to unforeseen
errors, with a 17 point lead over Shawn
Franklin’s Ka, which in itself was keeping the
other Saxos at bay. David Allman in a (you
guessed it) had the best final round but it was
too little, too late. However, Shawn had a poor
round after lunch and the never to be
underestimated Tim Beard came through to
nd
take 2 in Class behind Mark.
In Class 2 we were dazzled by the radiant blue
Fiat Uno diesel, the radiant Jo Preston and the
inimitable Garry Preston. Drawing the short
straw, Garry was first on 4 of the 8 hills, but you
wouldn’t know from the results sheet, which
showed him at 3rd in class at the end of the
first round with only 3 points separating him
from class leader Ray Jacobs (a car with
orange wheels). But Phil Buckle was itching to
come to the fore and in round 2 he did just that
th
and with a super 4 round Phil
had secured the Class win. It’s
so tempting to talk about the
yellow Mini being on full chat,
but adopting a different, softly,
softly approach Rupert North
nd
also enjoyed exceptional 2
th
nd
and 4 rounds to pinch 2
place ahead of Garry who
himself got the better place
from Ray’s same score on the
tie decider.

Brian Roberts at Wye Forest Trial
Photo: Angela Danby
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Whilst it is possible to get a
name check by being on
holiday, Olly the Imp wouldn’t
even
dream
of
it,
but
nevertheless there were three

BTRDA® Car Trials Championship
Imps competing, at the hands/feet of messrs
Courts, Harvey and Weeks. Car of the day
was the Roberts’ Dutton with Brian getting the
better of Kevin on 3 of the 4 rounds. Next up
was Steve Courts with a relatively expensive
morning and then there was quite a gap before
we find Barrie Parker (Westfield) holding off
local Sporting triallist Andy Wilks (MG Midget).

another first BTRDA Spoon to start the
collection. As always, we extend our thanks to
Simon and Angela and all the other officials,
marshals and the landowner for making the
event a success. The dry weather (thank
goodness!) helped too, even though it was
unseasonably cool at times.
Neil Mackay

So, congratulations to Brian Roberts - another
newbie Championship Event Winner and
th

Scorer's Snippets 15 June 2015
Well, we’re half way through the championship
at copydate, with six events completed and six
to go. Four of them are in Wales and two in the
Marches, so there is a distinct westerly flavour
to the second half of the season.
Nine competitors have competed on five of the
first six and have therefore qualified for the
Grand Final already. They can now boost their
scores on remaining events to take as high a
total as possible to the Final. Don’t forget that
the scoring system introduced last year means
that your best five scores from qualifying
events PLUS your Grand Final result will be
used to determine all the positions in Gold
®
Silver and Bronze Star championships.
We have some new faces in the championship,
and we also have the return of some past
members too. Numbers are on the up! We
welcome Shawn Franklin, Sion Roberts and
Ioan Roberts who have all scored points in the
®
championship, and Henry
Bronze Star

®

Kitching who is in the Silver Star due to past
successes. Philip Foster has yet to compete,
but is welcome also, of course. The return of
Garry Preston to the fold – in a diesel Fiat Uno,
no less – is good news, and daughter Jo has
said that she’ll be joining him too. To those of
you who don’t know of Garry’s past exploits in
this car (not this specific car, you understand),
he won the British championship in 1996, and
this was the first (and as far as I know only)
time that a diesel car has won any British motor
sport championship. It could be an interesting
second half of the year.
The championship scores are on the BTRDA
website – and they are usually updated by
noon the day after an event. They are also
displayed at most events – the ones I go to
anyway! Alternatively, I can e-mail you a copy
if so desired.

Nigel & Gemma Weeks (above)
Dave & Audrey Harvey (right)
Photo: Duncan Stephens
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Simon Harris

NAME
Mark Hoppe

G

10

Barrie Parker

G

10

Roger Holder

B

Chris Judge
Dave Harvey
Steve Courts

S

Shawn Franklin

B

8

9

Martin Mackenzie

B

6

7

Simon Harris

S

9

John Wadsworth

S

6

Dave Oliver

G

Roger Trevaskis

B

Tim Beard

S

Dave Walker

S

Nigel Weeks
Henry Kitching

01/03

22/03

Qualified for Final

Mac
Hazlewood

Wyre Forest

Warwickshire

Ernest Owen

Ivinghoe
Spring

Basil Elkington

Golden
Springs

STAR

BTRDA® Car Trials Championship

19/04

26/04

10/05

07/06

TOTAL

10

10

10

9

49

9

7

5

10

7

48

Q

7

10

8

8

8

41

Q

B

9

10

8

8

6

41

Q

S

9

10

8

4

5

4

40

Q

9

10

9

10

38

5

5

7

5

5

7

10

34

Q

30

Q

10

29

5

28

8

26

9

4

10

8

6

4

4

7

7

8

22

2

3

4

19

S

6

8

5

19

S

9

10

19

8
0

5

5

4

S

9

Nick Pollitt

G

*9*

9

David Allman

B

8

6

Kevin Roberts

B

7

7

0

Sion Roberts

B

7

6

0

13

Ioan Roberts

B

6

6

12

0

10

B

Neil Mackay

G

Jeff Buchanan

S

Garry Preston

G

Mike Jones

B

4

9

18
18
14

7

14

11

10
3
3
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Q

22

Brian Roberts

John Waddington

Q

3

6

5

5
3

Q

Demon Tweeks Direct
BTRDA® Autotest Championship
From The Hot Seat
As I write this there have been four rounds of
the Championship, with three different winners,
in four different cars! Having won the first
round and then being piped by Alastair Moffatt,
making a welcome return to the Championship,
at the second, other commitments meant that
Richard Pinkney was unable to attend the
following
two
rounds
organised
by
Wolverhampton & South Staffs Car Club and
CSMA NE London. However, any thoughts
that Alastair might have had of having an easy
run were quickly quashed when Malcolm
Livingston proved the potential of the reengined Lindsay Special (now 1.6 Vauxhall
rather than the heavier 1.8, but with more
power) by taking FTD at W&SS (although it has
been around for good many years now the
Lindsay is a bit like “Trigger’s Broom”, as after
numerous rebuilds, the only original part is the
rear body panel). This challenge called for
Alastair to take drastic action at CSMA in the
shape of the ex-JJ Farrell Tomato Souper Mini
Special that he had acquired. Ironically the
Lindsay had succumbed to carburation
problems, probably to the amount of dust it
ingested at the previous event, so did not
show, but Alastair still had the dynamic duo of
Dave Evans and Paul Fobister to keep him on
his metal whilst he came to terms with the new
vehicle and, despite it initially being quicker
than his brain, he duly took his second FTD.

Paul has been taking the Haigh Special over to
Ireland this year to compete at the Hewison
rounds and the experience is starting to pay off
as he currently leads the Gold Star
Championship from Dave despite neither of
them having an outright win yet. I am sure that
they are hoping that consistency pays and that
Messers Pinkney, Moffatt and Livingston keep
pinching FTDs from each other for the rest of
the season.
Elsewhere Willy Keaning heads both the Silver
and Bronze Star scores with the Mini Mob of
Rob Rolston, Dave Fox and Dave Mosey in hot
pursuit in the Silver and newcomers Cliff
Parkinson and Brynne Cook chasing in the
Bronze. In the Classes Rob Rolston, Willy
Keaning, Ian Chapman, Paul Fobister and
Kevin Hardwick lead, but there are still eight
events to go and all to play for.

The first event in the Autotest/PCA Challenge
took place in May following hard work by Dave
Evans and Whitchurch Motor Club to find an
alternative venue due to the sudden withdrawal
of the Shrewsbury Cattle Market because of
noise complaints (a growing issue with all
forms of Motor Sport at the moment). The new
site at Hales Sawmills in Market Drayton was
ideal and will be used for their Championship
round (lots of piles of rough cut timber to
negotiate – be warned!) and a good Club
competitors plus a few Experts to give advice
Having mentioned Paul and Dave who continue
attended. Although this is early days it proved
to knock on the door of FTD at every event,
that this format can work as a feeder to the Nat
B events giving
the
novice
competitors
relatively simple
tests to learn and
by making the
route obvious by
the
use
of
directional cones.
Three
more
rounds
are
planned for this
year, another by
Whitchurch
in
Malcolm Livingston
conjunction with
Photo: Jucy Rally Photography
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their Championship round, and two by
Knutsford and we are keen to hear from any
other Clubs who might be interested in the
inclusion of their events in 2016.
Finally it was very sad to learn of the death of
Committee Member Dave Everett. Dave had
been a regular Competitor, starting in the mid-

sixties sharing a Mini, first with Mike Waldie
and then future wife Liz, and had served on the
Autotest Committee for many years, including a
long stint as Marking Official. Our condolences
and best wishes go to Liz.
Steve Layton

From the Pits
After the warm welcome to the championship
newcomers in the last News it is good to report
that they are making a good impression on the
results boards. In fact, Gordon Glendinning
was the top saloon car at the Wolverhampton &
South Staffs event. It’s going to be more
difficult for Phillip Edwards in his Ka Special to
do the same in the specials class as that is
where the current top 3 in the Gold Star
compete. Talking of Gold Star there have been
no less than 3 different drivers winning a silver
spoon from the 4 events so far. The 2014
champion, Richard Pinkney, has only
competed twice and only got 1 FTD – on the
other occasion it was ex-champion Alastair
moffatt who beat him. Alastair now has the ex
JJ Farrell mini special which should be far more
competitive than his own 2008 to 2011
championship winning mini special. This was
the same one used when he won his first Gold
Star back in the last century (1999 to be
precise!) and was a 1986 version.
My
prediction is that Alastair could well be on the

way to another Gold Star championship in
2015. Could 2015 be getting near the end of
the mini? The photo shows a comparison of
the new and old versions taken outside of
Eamon Byrne’s garage in Ireland with Eamon’s
old Cooper S alongside Richard Yapp’s BMW
MINI Paceman. One has to say that the new
one is somewhat larger than the old one and I
can’t see it being as manoeuvrable, despite
what Paul Swift does at his displays! Paul
Fobister actually heads the Gold Star points
from Dave Evans as both of them have
competed on all 4 rounds. Paul is doing what
every good autotester should do by crossing
the Irish Sea to compete against the best of the
North and the South. No FTDs so far but it is
true that to get better you have to compete
against the very best and watch/learn from
them.
Talking of learning from the best I had my first
go in the Honda S2000 at an autosolo. It was
the Abingdon CAR-nival event held on a bit of
the runway at Dalton Barracks which wasn’t
being used by the 2 concurrent
sprints going on. Anyway, with
nice open tests and lots of Honda
power up to 9,000rpm I thought I
could easily keep up with the
1600cc Mazda MX5 of champion
Mike Biss. How wrong can you
be! The gap started off at over 5
secs per run but by the last layout
it was down to less than 5. At this
rate of progress I could possibly
beat Mike in 20 events time. I live
in hope! Anyway, it was a very
enjoyable
day
and
good
experience.
David Everett had plenty of
experience in motorsport and it
was sad to hear of his passing in

Alastair Moffatt in his ‘new’ special
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May. David was a Life Member of BTRDA and
a long-time member of his local Chelmsford
MC where he filled many posts right up to
Chairman. After competing in all forms of
motorsport David started BTRDA autotesting
around the same time as me back in the early
70’s. He was always in a smaller engine (i.e.
not 1275) yellow mini, affectionately called
Primrose, whilst I was in a sports car. We
tended to be at the other end of the paddock in
the days of 40 to 50 entries per event.
However, we met up frequently at BTRDA
Autotest committee meetings of which David
was still a member up to his death. David did
not often speak but when it did it was often a
thought provoking comment or suggestion. For

the 20 years up to 2001 David was the
championship scorer with me doing the
auditing. It was very rare to find anything which
needed changing in his hand written and
calculated scores. I then took over as scorer
with the advent of spreadsheets - I won’t say
the results were any more accurate! David
continued with the scoring for the MSA National
series which he co-ordinated for many years
and sat on the MSA Autotest committee. David
was a quietly spoken gentleman with whom we
all enjoyed his and Elizabeth’s company,
especially at the BTRDA luncheons.
The
BTRDA and Chelmsford MC have lost a good
friend.
Peter Cox

Championship Postitions after Round 4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Gold Star
Paul Fobister
Dave Evans
Alastair Moffatt
William Keaning
Warren Gillespie
Duncan Wild
Ian Chapman
Dave Fox
Richard Pinkney
Dave Mosey
Silver Star
William Keaning
Rob Rolston
Dave Fox
Dave Mosey
Clff Parkinson
Bronze Star
William Keaning
Cliff Parkinson
Brynne Cook
Steph Carey
Toby Cook

Haigh Special
Blitz Special
Mini Special
Nova
Nova
ABS
Riot
Mini 1340
Caterham 7
Mini1380

72
70
59
50
45
45
42
40
39
35

Nova
Mini 1380
Mini 1340
Mini 1380
Westfield

38
34
28
20
19

Nova
Westfield
Nova
KA Special
Micra

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
4
5

CLASS A
Rob Rolston
Dave Fox
Dave Mosey
CLASS B
William Keaning
Warren Gillespie
Brynne Cook
CLASS C
Ian Chapman
Richard Pinkney
Chris Chapman
CLASS D
Paul Fobister
Dave Evans
Alastair Moffatt
CLASS E
Kevin Hardwick
Richard Yapp
CLASS H
Toby Cook
CLASS L
Steph Carey
CLASS J
Paul Fobister
Rob Rolston
Duncan Wild
Ian Chapman
Cliff Parkinson
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Mini 1380
Mini 1340
Mini 1380

34
28
20

Nova
Nova
Nova

38
36
13

Riot
Caterham 7
Westfield

26
20
19

Haigh Special
Blitz Special
Mini Special

19
17
10

Peugeot 205xs
Mazda MX5

10
9

Micra

10

Mini Special

20

Haigh Special
Mini 1380
ABS
Riot
Westfield

79
66
55
52
40

Meath Engineering (tools) Ltd
BTRDA® AutoSOLO Championship
Going Solo
As I write we are already halfway through the
Championship in terms of events run and all
but two of the 20 registered contenders have
scored point and one of them Liam Rollings
has already reached the magic 7, having only
dropped one point in doing so. His Mini (a
proper one) heads a bevy of Micras in the class
and thus proves the theory that small nimble
cars should be as competitive as those with
more power in AutoSOLOs.
The big engined saloons are led by exautotester Steve Connor in his Cleo, but Ben
Heggs (Fiesta) and the Olsens (MGZR) are
chasing hard and have plenty of events in hand
to increase their scores. 2014 Champion Mike
Biss has 4 maximum scores from the events
done, so will inevitably be the man to watch in
the sports car class, which consists of 4 MX5s
and the lone S2000 of Pete Cox, although
Steve Watts has taken advantage of Mike’s
absence to sore 2 maximums. Finally Daniel
Hutchinson ploughs a lone furrow in the kit car
class.
In more general terms, AutoSOLO continues to
flourish with continued growth at Clubmans

level, although concerns are being raised
regarding the Class eligibility of some vehicles
and both Competitors and Organisers are
reminded of the “Blue Book” requirements for
cars to be fully trimmed, driven to the event and
to run on “Road Legal” tyres other than List 1B.
It appears that forthcoming EU Tyre legislation
may muddy the water regarding 1B tyres, but
as many will become classed as “Competition
Only” they will still not be eligible for use in
AutoSOLOs. Cars not complying with the trim
requirement can be re-classified into a
“Specials” class if thought fit by the organisers,
however the other requirements must be
adhered to. Organisers are also reminded of
the requirements regarding the course layout
and the maximum distance that can be covered
between changes of direction, as this is also
becoming a concern in some cases.
The above is not meant as an attempt to
preach, or spoil people’s fun, but just a friendly
reminder, as we would hate for an incident to
arise that could trigger extra legislation, which
is not currently required.
Steve Layton
Ben Heggs (Left)
Stephens Watts (Below)
Bristol MC AutoSOLO
Photos: Scott Boulton
Jackflashphotography.co.uk
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Meath Engineering (tools) Ltd
BTRDA® AutoSOLO Championship
AutoSOLO Championship Provisional Scores
no.
Best 7
CLASS A
5
6
8
9
10 events Scores CLASS
Liam Rollings
Austin Mini
1310
10 10 10
7
69
1
Andrew Lewin
Nissan Micra
1348
8
9
8
9
6
51
2
Alan Wakeman
Nissan Micra
1275
8
9
8
6
51
2
Andrew Williams
Nissan Micra
998
9
2
15
4
Miranda Wakeman
Nissan Micra
1275
2
14
5
CLASS B
Steve Conner
Renault Clio 172
1998
10 10 10
6
59
1
Ben Heggs
Ford Fiesta Si
1998
8 8
5
41
2
Richard Olsen
MGZR
1800
9
9
6
4
31
3
Emma Olsen
MGZR
1800
8
7
4
4
25
4
Neil Brown
Ford Puma
1679
8
3
3
18
5
David Graves
Ford Ka Sport
1597
7
2
17
6
Dave Walker
Vauxhall Corsa
1
9
7
CLASS D
Mike Biss
Mazda MX5
1800
10
10
4
40
1
Stephen Watts
Mazda Eunos
1839 10
3
29
2
Trevor Smith
Mazda MX5
1800
9
2
15
3
Richard Yapp
Mazda MX5
1800
9
2
13
4
Peter Cox
Honda S2000
2000
7
1
7
5
CLASS E
Daniel
Hutchinson
Westfield
SE
1900
2
16
1
BTRDA
HP 29-06-15_BTRDA
HP 29/06/2015
15:48
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REIS RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series
ALL SMILES OF THE WESTON FRONT!...
Three rounds of the REIS - RAVENOL BTRDA
Rally Series® have taken place since the last
issue of BTRDA News was published, and
each one has seen the same crew emerging
nd
rd
victorious. Having also finished 2 & 3 on the
first two events in the Gold Star® Rally
Championship, you’ll not be surprised to learn
that Dave Weston & Kirsty Riddick have put
themselves in quite a commanding position as
the series moves into the second half of the
season. Nevertheless, the word ‘comfortable’
does not apply to their situation - at least, not
yet!...
With four events still to run, Weston/Riddick
must choose one on which they will not take
any points. That doesn’t preclude them from
entering it, but the five from eight of nine
scoring system not only allows greater
competitor choice, but also requires them to
‘miss’ one at some stage. So, the record books
show that the Somerset Stages, the Plains
Rally and the DMACK Carlisle Stages have all
been won by the Scottish crew in their blue
Subaru Impreza WRC. That doesn’t mean to
say it’s been easy - on the Carlisle Stages, for
example, Jamie Anderson/Jon Scott had
planted their Mitsubishi Lancer WRC at the top
of the timesheets on the opening stage and
stayed there until a problem on the penultimate
one cost them a huge chunk of time. Weston
was handily placed to benefit from their
misfortune but, even so, he was only 11s
ahead of Peter Taylor/Andrew Roughead by
the time they reached the final control in

Callum Black/Paul Wakely Carlisle Rally
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

Longtown. However, as it was only the latter
crew’s second finish, they still have a fair bit of
catching up to do if they are to challenge for
overall honours....
So, what of the chasing pack? Well, Stephen
Petch/Ian Windress are currently the ‘best of
the rest’ - nothing startling from their Fiesta
R5+ but, as with the leaders, five straight
finishes have elevated them to runners-up spot,
ahead of Dylan Davies/Llion Williams whose
B13 Impreza has also stayed the distance on
each occasion. Defending Hyundai Genpower
BTRDA Production Cup® winners, Russ
th
Thompson/ Andy Murphy are 4 overall in their
Lancer EVO9, in spite of a whoopsie in
Somerset, while Luke Francis/John H Roberts’
Lancer & Pat Naylor/Ian Lawrence’s Group N
version are just two points apart to round off
the Top Six.
Charlie Payne/Carl Williamson’s campaign
veered off course with DNFs on both the
Malcolm Wilson & Somerset Stages, but their
Fiesta seems to have ‘got its head together’
once again to produce good results on the
Plains and the Carlisle Stages where it took a
podium finish.
Meanwhile, early season
leaders Paul Bird and 2014 Gold Star
Champion Co-driver Aled Davies find
themselves with a good deal of lost ground to
recover - following their win on the Wyedean
nd
and 2 in Cumbria, a DNF in Somerset, an
absence from the Plains due to a prior
engagement in Barbados (that’ll have been a
tough call, then!...) and then a problematical
day in Carlisle leave them
wallowing in the lower reaches of
the Top Ten. The pressure is
mounting, therefore, for Bird if he
is to clinch the title that so narrowly
eluded him last year.
From the five rounds to date, the
Hyundai
Genpower
BTRDA
Production Cup® has seen four
different
winners
2014
Champions Russ Thompson/Andy
Murphy started where they left off
at the end of last year but, come
the Somerset Stages, it was Tom
Naughton/Andi Mort who were in
the spotlight. Then Pat Naylor/Ian

REIS RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series
Lawrence came up trumps on the Plains and,
finally, Roland Llewellin (of Hyundai Genpower)
and Jamie Edwards triumphed in Carlisle. So,
while Thompson/Murphy lead the table, there’s
plenty going on here - and for a while to come
yet!
It would be fair to say that REIS - RAVENOL
BTRDA Silver Star® Champion for the past
three years, Matthew Robinson’s move up to a
Class B14 Fiesta part-way through the season
will have been cause for a sigh of relief from
the two-wheel drive opposition! Once again,
there have been four different maximum
scorers so far, but it’s Jake Scannell/Adrian
Stevens who lead the pack in their Mazda RX7.
The Fiesta of Rhys Yates/Phil Hall is next, with
rd
Jon Ballinger/Mike Wilding 3 in their Manta.
However, everyone will be keeping a watchful
eye on Callum Black whose Citroen DS3 has
only started two events, but ‘won’ both of
them....
In a similar position to his elder brother in Gold
Star, Ryan Weston holds sway in the Kick Start
BTRDA® 1400 Championship with, it has to be
said, a good deal of help from Mark McCulloch!
Their Proton Satria is marginally ahead of the
MG ZR of fellow Scots Keith & Mairi Riddick,
with Kieran Darrington/Pam Hilton’s Corsa
third.
Now there have only been three
separate winners in the 1400s - Dave
Bennett/Alistair McNeil (Corsa) twice, last
year’s champions Mat Smith/Giles Dykes (in a
different car, a Satria) once, but coming out on
top on each of the most recent occasions, and
Ryan Weston/Mark McCulloch Carlisle Rally
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

correspondingly charging up the points table,
are Dave & Freddy Brick in their Nova. Brace
yourselves, this one is set for a roller-coaster
ride before the finish in October!
Returning on the Carlisle Stages after a nasty
incident on the Plains when boiling water from
a split heater hose poured on to his ankles,
Chris Wheeler did enough to put his Fiesta
MS1 into the lead of the Vital Equipment
BTRDA Rally First® Championship. His codriver, Yan Griffiths, has to share top billing
with Neill Carman who, strapped into Mick
Quinn’s Nissan Micra, finished just behind him.
The MG ZR of third-placed Richard Gemmell
beat the pair of them in Carlisle but, behind him
after a slow start to the season, Neil
Andrew/Dom Adams’ campaign is hotting up their VW Lupo has come out on top on the last
two rounds.
Of the 124 drivers who have, thus far, scored
points in the MSA English Rally Championship,
it is Ryan Weston whose name appears in
lights!
However, a mere two points then
separate the next four - Keith Riddick, Dave
Bennett, Kieran Darrington and Rhys Yates,
with a whole host of others VERY close behind.
Contenders now have their traditional summer
break and can go and lie down in darkened
rooms - or, for that matter, somewhere sunny! th
until the Woodpecker Stages on 5 September.
The Nicky Grist Stages is next on the BTRDA
nd
Rally Series agenda - Weston/Riddick were 2
last year, three seconds behind winners
Bird/Davies. Now, a re-run of
that could be interesting!...
Full details of the 2015 REIS RAVENOL BTRDA Rally
Series, incorporating the Gold
Star, Silver Star, BTRDA
1400
&
Rally
First
Championships are available
on
the
Championship
website: www.btrdarally.com
while the MSA English Rally
Championship has its own:
www.englishrally.co.uk
Andrew Haill

REIS RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Gold Star

Silver Star

Championship

Championship

Overall Driver
David Weston
Stephen Petch
Dylan Davies
Russ Thompson
Luke Francis
Overall Co-Driver
Kirsty Riddick
Ian Windress
Llion Williams
Andy Murphy
Ian Lawrence

Points
145
116
100
87
82
Points
145
118
102
91
83

1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5

Overall Driver
Jake Scannell
Rhys Yates
Jon Ballinger
Paul Street
Tony Simpson
Overall Co-Driver
Adrian Stevens
Phil Hall
Mike Wilding
Jim Goodman
James Hood

Points
96
89
78
70
67
Points
102
95
81
75
73

1400 Championship
1
2
3
4
5

Overall Driver
Ryan Weston
Keith Riddick
Kieran Darrington
Dave Brick
David Bennett

Points
129
119
115
114
87

1
2
3
4
5

Overall Co-Driver
Mark McCulloch
Mairi Riddick
Pamela Hilton
Freddy Brick
Alistair McNeil

Points
129
119
115
114
87

Car 17:Russ Thompson/ Paul Wakely Plains Rally
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

Car 105:Chris Wheeler/Yan Griffiths Carlisle Rally
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

REIS RAVENOL BTRDA® Rally Series

Driver

Ryan Weston
Keith Riddick
David Bennett
Kieran Darrington
Rhys Yates

Score

Co-driver

84
73
72
72
71

Score

Mark McCulloch
Mairi Riddick
Phil Hall
Alistair McNeil
Pamela Hilton

84
73
72
72
72

The Historic Cup
Driver

Score

Jake Scannell
Paul Street
David Dobson
Barry Jordan

73
54
48

Co-driver

Adrian Stevens
Jim Goodman
Phil Sandham

Score

73
53
48

The Vital Equipment Rally First Championship
Driver

Score

Chris Wheeler
Mick Quinn
Richard Gemmell

99
96
92

Co-driver

Neill Carman
Yan Griffiths
Chris SharpeSimkiss

Score

101
101
92

The Hyundai Genpower BTRDA Production Cup
Driver

Score

Russ Thompson
Patrick Naylor
Tony Simpson

75
72
59

Co-driver

Andy Murphy
Ian Lawrence
Ian Bevan

Score

75
72
60

The MG ZR Rally Challenge
Driver

Keith Riddick
Richard Gemmell
Christopher
Lawrence
All results are shown following Carlisle Stages Rally

Score

100
75
69

Co-driver

Mairi Riddick
Kevin Gould
Michael Evett

Score

100
72
55

16

Logistics l Race Fuels l Refuelling Services l Motorsport Equipment

@WeKickStart

®

July 2015

Sep

Aug

July

12
13

29
30
31
5
6

22
23

15
16

8/9

25
26
1
2

19

11
12
18

4
5

Loughborough CC
Aintree CC

Bristol MC

AutoSOLO

Whitchurch MC
Bank Holiday Monday

Farnborough &DMC*

Bath MC

U17 MC NW

Caernarvonshire & Anglesey MC

Owen MC

South of Scotland MC

Hartlepool & DCC
Alwoodley MC

Autotest

Gaby Mohr
Wolvs & SSCC,
John Fox
01902 844399

Rallycross
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Cymru
North Wales CC
Dave Thomas
01492 584872
HCC Wales
Clwyd Vale MC
Pete Dale
01745 857316

Car Trials

Mewla National
Builth Wells

Tyneside Stages
Otterburn

ALMC Stages
Trim, Co. Meath

Rally – Asphalt

Woodpecker
Incl. MSA English
Ludlow

Nicky Grist Stages
Builth Wells

Rally - Forest

Robin Jager
NPTCC, Cumbria
01228 561308

Sporting Trials

ALLROUNDERS: With the exception of “invitation by qualification” events such as the Car Trial and Sporting Trial Finals all events qualifying for all BTRDA Championships within the calendar year (1
®
January – 31 December) will be qualifying events for the Allrounders Championship. Additional events may be selected, of which notice will be given in BTRDA NEWS and on www.btrda.com. Events for
the Speed Group G will be any NON-BTRDA CHAMPIONSHIP Autocross, Sprint or Hill Climb of National A or National B status. Entrants may choose which of the events to enter and it is unnecessary to
advise BTRDA Ltd in advance of the selected events.

BTRDA® 2015 Championship Events

Oct

31

22
25

18

17

10
11

3
4

27

26

20

19

Loughborough CC

Autotest

60 & Worcs

Oxford MC

Ross & District MSL

AutoSOLO

Pembrey

Rallycross
Pembrey
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Blyton

Matthews Auto Salvage Trial
Caernarvonshire & Anglesey MC
Lee Matthews
07778 905571
Derwydd
Bala & District MC
Brian Roberts
07811 092135

Car Trials

Cheviot Keith
Knox Rally
Otterburn

Rally – Asphalt

BTRDA® 2015 Championship Events

Cambrian
Llandudno

Trackrod Rally
incl. MSA English
Pickering

Rally - Forest

July 2015

Pete Fear Pauntley
Ross & District MSL
Newent
01989 780469
Training Day
Oxfordshire
01788 542694
Mercian Trial
Coventry & Warkwickshire
Oxfordshire
01676 532337
Stone Trough
Yorkshire Sports
Yorkshire
01274 487998

John Southern
NPTCC, Cumbria
01228 561308

Charles Pollard
Peterborough
Northants
01733 252886

Sporting Trials
Robin Alexander
Camel Vale, Cornwall
01566 784348
David Ayres
Launceston, Cornwall
01566 784348

12/13
19/20
26/27

28
29
5
6

14
15
21
22

7
8

1

Autotest

AutoSOLO
Knutsford MC

!

! Forest Rally:Awards Evening is now on 9th January
! 2016 at the Ramada Penns Hall Hotel,
! Sutton Coldfield.

!

Car Trials:! The Grand Final will be held in October
! Contact Neil Mackay 0115 9291728

!

AutoSOLO:! * Means date/venue to be confirmed.

Calendar Notes

Dec

Nov

Croft

Rallycross

JLT Tempest 2 Rally
MSA English ONLY
Aldershot

Rally - Forest

Membership Report

Championship
Awards
Presentation

Rally – Asphalt

July 2015

391 Clubmans Autotest/
PCA Challenge
76 AutoSOLO Championship
127 Allrounders
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Asphalt Rally
Autotest
Jodie

Forest Rally

Gloster, TBA
Gloucestershire
017788 542694

20 Sporting Trials 30 Rallycross

56
67

31

Loughborough
Loughborough CC
Nottinghamshire
0116 2364022

Roy Fedden
Bristol CC, Somerset
07801 415238

Sporting Trials
November Sporting
Sportingtrial.com
Kent, 01732 359235

4 Car Trial

Hi everyone,
Hope you are all having a succesful motorsport year!
Here are all of the 2015 Championship registrations so far are:

Car Trials

BTRDA® 2015 Championship Events

!

What REIS can do for you...
Rally cars, service vehicles, classic and sports

Stand alone trackday cover for all types

cars for the road and competition use.
Motorhomes, trailers, tools and spares insurance,
for the road and storage and transit.
Motorsport motortrade, motortrade, combined

of vehicles and venues.
On event accident damage cover
Corporate events, TV and filming insurance.
Motorsport photographers liability insurance

commercial, public liability for teams, preparation
companies, promoters, clubs and individuals.

- UK, EU and worldwide cover available.
Special vehicle and prototype insurance for

Personal accident cover for the whole season or
for a one off event.
*Multi vehicle policies for motorsport enthusiasts*

the road and track.
Road section insurance for events, clubs and
organisers large and small.

REIS is a trading name of Chaucer Insurance Services Limited
Registered in England No. 02135730 Registered Office: Plantation Place,
30 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 3AD
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. No.475572

!

Tel: 0115 965 1020 reis .co.uk
Unit 4, Wheatcroft Business Park, Landmere Lane, Edwalton, Nottingham, NG12 4DG

MSA Asphalt Rally Championship
To Finish First!!
As previously discussed, the enforced absence
of the Jim Clark Rally from the 2015 REIS MSA
Asphalt Rally Championship calendar, and no
suitable replacement available in the allotted
timeframe, bring the number of qualifying
rounds this year down to six. With five of those
to count towards each competitor’s final scores,
finishes are of paramount importance in the
quest for success, be it overall or in class. In
previous years, when the number of events has
been larger, that has necessarily given
Championship contenders a greater degree of
leeway in their choices but circumstances
currently dictate that - to coin an old TV
catchphrase - it’s points that will make prizes!
So, we’ve already had our first high-speed trip
over the Epynt Military Ranges and we’ve also
been to the Isle of Man - two very different
events but both posing a suitable level of
challenge for a series of this calibre. Having
taken the narrowest of victories in Wales,
Simon Mauger headed for the Manx for the first
time since 2008, knowing he’d have his work
cut out if he was to retain his lead. After years
in an amazingly quick - not to mention welldriven! - Escort MkII, the Bicester driver has
obviously got the hang of his ‘new’ Metro 4M4,
but the Manx lanes are a whole different ball
game and should be treated with respect!
Just to ‘enhance’ - if that is the correct word! the challenge, the weather on the Isle of Man
for the opening Friday night leg was dreadful.
Driving rain made the going particularly

Jason Pritchard/Phil Clarke Manx Rally

treacherous and one can only feel for the poor
marshals who were stuck out in it to deal with
the largest entry the rally has seen for years 122 cars. On the flip side of the coin, as far as
the competitors were concerned, tyre choice
was no longer a lottery, with full wets being the
order of the night!....
Having completed the first half a dozen stages,
mostly in the dark, Paul Bird went to bed on
Friday night as event leader for the sixth time in
the past seven years but, as was the case in
2014, he would not be in that position when it
mattered! The Cumbrian’s demise, following
difficulty removing a punctured tyre from the
rear of his Focus WRC, allowed the similar car
of last year’s winner Jason Pritchard to assume
the lead which it maintained through to the
finish back at the famous TT Grandstand in
Douglas.
Runners-up were Damian Cole and Jack
Morton - the Manx is the one event in the
current Asphalt Championship calendar that
has so far eluded the defending champion but,
having finished third on a number of occasions,
nd
Having
2 was his best result to date.
registered
a
DNF
on
Epynt,
Steve
Simpson/Patrick Walsh needed to open their
account and, after a slow start, did just that with
th
rd
6 overall but, more importantly, 3 place
points.
Simon Mauger defied his inexperience - or, at
least, recent experience! - of the terrain to bring
th
the Metro home in 7 place and now ties on
points at the head of the table with
Cole.
However,
Mauger’s
maximum on the first round sees
him retaining top spot - just! After
120 miles of stages, Alex Laffey’s
Fiesta R5+ was a mere 1.6s
behind Mauger at the finish, while
David Tinn/Giles Dykes should be
well-pleased with a Top Ten result
in their Proton Millington Satria.
The pair had conducted an
extensive recce and, now in his
second full Championship season,
David halved his finishing position
of twelve months previously.

Photo: Ralliphotoswales
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MSA Asphalt Rally Championship
It had been nip-and-tuck for much
of the event, with fastest stage
times going in both directions.
Third went to another MkII, that of
Martin Hodgson/Tony Jones, with
Darren & Sue Underwood’s G3
next.

Richard Clewes/Carl Williamson Manx Rally
Photo: Ralliphotoswales
David Hardie/John McCulloch put in another
solid performance to bring their Impreza home
just outside the Top Ten and, following up a
rd
similar result on Epynt, find themselves in 3 &
nd
2 places respectively in the table. David &
Mathew White took Group N in their Impreza
while Richard Clews, from a start no. of 66,
th
th
was 4 overall after two stages and 5 after
three in his B13 example. A turbo pipe issue
then wrecked any possibility of maintaining
th
station, but 17 at the final whistle is still a most
praiseworthy result.
The first Championship-registered two-wheel
drive car home on the Manx was the Citroen
DS3 of Andrew Hockridge/Aled Edwards which
took maximum points in both Class B12 and
the AB Motorsport FWD Challenge. Their
nearest challengers were father-and-son
Royston & Bridge Carey in their Renault Clio at 17 years old, it’s not surprising that this was
Bridge’s first trip to the Isle of Man and to come
away with a class win is something special. He
was awarded the John Horton Motorsport
Management ‘Star Performer’ trophy which will,
hopefully, be something to remind him of his
success in years to come! The Careys lead the
FWD Challenge, ahead of David Earthy/Maria
Rayner who took a class win in their Citroen
C2R2.
So, from front-wheel drive to the Millington
Rear-Wheel Drive Challenge and it was Paul
Evans’ turn to come up trumps. His Escort
MkII, which had recently been driven by Ari
Vatanen at a PR Day, finished narrowly ahead
of the MkI version of Ian Kenvin/Phil Williams.

There were 50 Championshipregistered crews in the starting lineup for the Manx National Rally and,
as the event was the first asphalt
counter for the inaugural BTRDA
Mixed-Surface Challenge, there
were also a few extra from the
BTRDA Rally Series who had come
to see what it was all about! After
two events - one on each surface! Damian Cole leads, but Ash Slights will be glad
he made the effort as his Toyota Yaris is now in
nd
2 place.
rd

Callum Black failed to capitalise on 3 place,
gained on the Somerset Stages, when his
Citroen DS3 R3T went out towards the end of
the Manx with throttle sensor failure. However,
Tim Phelps (Escort MkII), Nick Carr
(Volkswagen Lupo), Lewis Roper (Mitsubishi
Lancer EVO7) and Ben Thomas (Nissan Micra)
will all view their decision to hop on the ferry as
a worthwhile investment!
The Challenge
resumes on the Nicky Grist Stages in July
before reverting to asphalt in August, with both
the Tyneside Stages and the Mewla Rally
forming part of the calendar.
NB At the time of writing, the results and,
consequently, the MSA Asphalt Rally
Championship and BTRDA Rally Challenge
points following the Manx National Rally are
PROVISIONAL pending the final outcome of
some technical issues.
In addition, John
Indri/Peter James are appealing their exclusion
from the event and, should they be successful,
the points in Class B12 and the Millington
Rear-Wheel Drive Challenge will alter
accordingly.
Further details of the REIS MSA Asphalt Rally
Championship are available from
the
Coordinator :
Andrew Haill – Tel : 0121 313 1416
E-mail : andrew.haill@btconnect.com or
By visiting the Championship website :
www.asphaltrallying.co
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MSA Asphalt Rally Championship

Manx Rally Competitors:Car 58 Paul Evans/Den Golding
Car 69 Royston & Bridge Carey
Photo: Ralliphotoswales

We are reproducing this MSA announcement in case members have missed it.

MSA confirms Motor Sports Council decisions regarding
Frontal Head Restraints
Motor Sports Council, the MSA’s rule-making body, has voted to mandate the use of Frontal
Head Restraints in Stage Rallying, Hill Climb and Sprint – with certain exceptions in each – from
2016 onward.
The decisions were taken yesterday (9 June) at the second of Council’s three meetings in 2015,
held at Motor Sports House.
After a very lengthy debate, it was decided that from 1 January 2016 an FIA-approved FHR will
be mandatory for all Stage Rally competitors, except for those in Historic Category One vehicles,
for whom it will be a recommendation in 2016 and mandatory from 2017.
It was also decided that from 1 January 2016 an FIA-approved FHR will be mandatory for all Hill
Climb and Sprint competitors, except for those in Period Defined Vehicles, Road-going Series
Production Cars and Road-going Specialist Production Cars. Nonetheless, it will be
recommended for those excepted competitors.
The relevant new regulations – along with all others approved by Motor Sports Council yesterday
– will be published in due course.
Tony Scott Andrews, Chairman of Motor Sports Council, said: “This is an important decision,
which I appreciate will not be universally popular; I understand that it will place an additional
financial burden on competitors and I empathise with those affected. I do however believe that
the governing body has a responsibility to ensure so far as possible the safety of its competitors
and the decision has been taken in pursuit of that aim.
“We believe that an FHR has become as much a part of a competitor’s safety equipment as a
seat, belts, protective clothing and helmet. We were very keen to announce this particular
regulation change immediately in order to give competitors as much notice as possible.”
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BTRDA® Clubmans Rallycross Championship
It’s close at the top!
Well guys, with 6 points between the top 6 in
the Overall championship, 6 points between the
top 3 in the Overall SuperModified
Championship and 9 points between the top 4
in the Overall Production Championship, we
are very much looking forward to our
September weekend.

kept them all on their toes but it doesn’t look as
though he will be available to do all of the
remaining rounds.

Out of all of the Irish guys in SuperModified
Peter McGarry will have gone home from
Pembrey with the biggest smile, he had a very
good weekend in his new Peugeot 205 with
Kieran and Tommy going home early with
damaged engines and Gordon Lynch (non
member) not taking his A final position on
Sunday, let’s hope that they get their problems
sorted quickly and come back for a return
battle. Gary will be keeping a close eye on the
entry list that’s for sure and Duncan Longmate
was talking about more modifications planned
for Todd’s car!

Welcome back to Shelley Wakeling our 2010
Overall Champion and indeed all of our Mini
drivers, it’s been a long time since we have
seen Richard W with such a big smile on his
face!

Interestingly current Production Champion Jeff
H-D didn’t quite have everything his own way at
the weekend with James Orton taking
maximum points on Saturday after a really
great drive and Martin Peters, our Overall 2011
Champion coming out on top on Sunday. John
Lyne (non Championship registration) certainly

The sub classes are looking very interesting
too and with good fortune in September we
should have 4 drivers out for the 2000
Production class.

There is nothing more true than a
commentators curse but on this occasion it is a
committee curse isn’t it Simon*? You all need
to make a mental note that, if asked, you do not
write an article on you preparation for the new
season just before an event. We all hope to
see Simon’s car fighting fit in September with
its rods in the correct location. Lets hope that
between Dmitrij, Gary P and Simon they can
persuade some more Clubman’s 4*4 to join us.
Cheers for now,
John and Bill.
*See Simon’s article below

BTRDA Title Defense
After 10 years of competing in British
Rallycross, 2014 well and truly was the break
through season for myself. After so many
seasons of competing in the majority of
rallycross divisions, in the various UK

championships, the major underlying fact is
that I had never won a national title and it was
a starting to become the proverbial monkey on
my back.
I’ve always been pretty single
minded on how I approach the preparation for a
championship assault at the
beginning of the season, but in
reality the 2014 campaign
actually started at the end of the
2012 season.
During 2013,
most rallycross followers will
know that I stepped down from
the top division to contest the
year in a MG ZR turbo, this
wasn’t a mistake by any stretch
of the imagination and in fact, it
was exactly what I needed to do
as a driver.
As most competitors will know,
we go racing to win and

"

BTRDA® Clubmans Rallycross Championship
importantly have fun, having fun is critical and
sometime forgotten when things are going
against you. The reason that the drop in class
was personally important to me is that I needed
a change from being a mid-field runner in the
top division and to know that as a driver I still
had it in me to be able to fight for the win and
be competitive. During 2013 I certainly enjoyed
being at the sharp end of the grid again and
fighting with other drivers for the podium
position, besides learn a few tricks along the
way.
The second part of the plan was to allow me to
take my Subaru Impreza away from the racing
spotlight for a year and allow me to evaluate
the fundamental weaknesses & re-engineer the
car to maximise its potential. My time in the
MG made me re-evaluate how critical car setup is, this might sound a bizarre comment to
most and those that know me well know that I
pride myself in the set-up of my cars, but when
you have a 4wd all singing all dancing
machine, you sometimes become a little
relaxed on the minor details that really make
the difference.
I think that the one thing that most people
would have noticed as we started 2014, was
that as a driver & car package, back in the
Subaru Impreza, we were instantly on the lead
pace straight out of the box and significantly
faster than at the end of 2012. With a few early
podiums under my belt in 2014, it gave me the
springboard & confidence to maintain a
championship challenge and ultimately finally
secure that elusive first title.
Turning the attention to the upcoming 2015

campaign, the focus this year has been more
evolution than revolution, with again lots of
small tweak’s and revisions to the Subaru to
help find those critical extra tenths of seconds.
Personally I also feel physically a bit fitter /
sharper and more relaxed about the upcoming
season than ever before, safe in the knowledge
that we now have a strong package to attempt
to defend the BTRDA Rallycross division title in
2015.
Simon Horton

Rallycross Experience!
Last weekend was my first ever
Rallycross event and it was fantastic.
We arrived late on Friday night and
camped over to be as close to the track
as possible.
Saturday practise was amazing as, not
only did I get two runs but also it gave
me a taste of Rallycross and how much
fun it is. The club was very kind in
letting me chose where to start and

"

BTRDA® Clubmans Rallycross Championship
being a rookie I chose three back row starts.
Qualifying on the back of the grid for the C final
I had my first race with another car, and after a
close battle managed to come out on top.
Then on Sunday after getting quicker and
quicker my luck run out. I hit a tire wall and
dented and scuffed the drivers door and rear
panel. However as nothing was mechanically
wrong I could carry on racing.
After qualifying on the outside of the front row

in the C final, amazingly I managed to win it
and with it got to start at the back in the B final.
After staying with the pack I came in to the pits
and I was buzzing, I learned so much over the
weekend and the other drivers were really
friendly and gave great advice.
Finally to top off a brilliant weekend the officials
voted me best newcomer for the weekend.
Can't wait for another 2 days at Pembrey again
in September!
Fred Ling no.62
BTRDA Clubmans Rallycross

Production Cup Race
at Pembrey with
Leigh Hickey leading
the way
Photo: Hal Ridge Rallycross World

14th – 17th January 2016
	
  

BTRDA® Clubmans Rallycross Championship
Driver Snippets from BTRDA Rallycross Rounds 2&3 Pembrey
From the time we arrived in Pembrey we were made feel welcome . The organising club went out
of their way to plan a great weekend racing. It's just a great package. – “Tommy Graham”

!

Thanks to all your team for your efforts. It
was a very well run meeting and a pleasure
to be part of. Winning on Saturday might
have had something to do with my chipper
mood too! – “Leigh Hickey”

The BTRDA Rallycross championship is a
very well run and friendly championship which
any driver from any class can be the
champion if he/she is consistent at all the
rounds. – “Kieran Curran”

The BTRDA championship is fantastic this
year with a lot of new and old driver coming
back and with the extra Irish driver coming
over to Pembrey for rounds 2&3 there was
a lot of close racing in every heat which
was great to watch and race in. –
“Damon Fatchett”

It's being a great season learnt a lot on how to
setup the car and we are exceeding our target
that we set out to achieve at the start of the
year and sponsorship would help massively to
make me achieve a more for this years and
years to come . At the last rounds 2 and 3
Saturday went great car felt good tyres were
perfect thank you to Mel Williams but Sunday
very different car lacked power on the straight
due to damage of earlier this weekend. Also
we nearly didn't make the round but thanks to
olde worlde fireplaces and horizonproducts which made it happen and to
FordParts for their continued support. “Conor Hook”

I got into rallycross of the back of Top Gear,
my first season was great, just to compete
was a joy, I enjoyed it that much I didn't
know what position I finished, but I've learnt
so much from the lads in the paddock that
now I have a competitive car and won my
class at Pembrey Which is my favourite
track and always feel welcome. The
facilities are great which help the weekend
go well, so here's to some great exiting
racing for this season which is anybody’s
for the taking. – “Eddie Gibbs”
With regard to the BTRDA things are as I
hoped they would be coming into it this
year, everyone is pulling in the same
direction providing the competitors with a
good championship and well run events.
The calendar is working perfectly for me,
something which I didn't realise would be
the case. The double headers saving
money and preventing the pressure of
being out every month. As for Pembrey ,
fab meeting , as I was sat on the dummy
grid for the A final ( still pinching myself )we
were told it was going to be 5 laps GREAT I
thought, that soon changed to oh no I've got
to defend this now after getting through the
first corner in the lead, the most intense
6minutes if my life absolutely fantastic ,
what a rush I now need more!!! –
“James Orton”
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BTRDA® Clubmans Rallycross Championship
The BTRDA championship is going great for
me this year, with class wins at Blyton and
Pembrey sees me leading my class and
second by just one point in both overall and
modified classes. With great racing at every
round so far attracting more and more
competitive drivers, the season seems to be
getting better and better – “Todd Crooks”
Many thanks for your helpful advice and
encourage prior and during Fred's first event.
Putting him at the back off the grid for all his
heats on day one was a good idea as it gave
him a chance to learn, without getting in the
way of the experienced drivers. We are now
busy repairing the car, as he managed to hit
some tyres and bend the door, ready for the
next event in September. –
“Fred & Dave Ling”
If you ever wanted to get involved in
motorsport you won't find a more
pleasurable experience than in this
championship. Roll on September.
– “Keith KerrshaaweP

Pembrey last year for the Btrda rallycross
championship was brilliant....We had plenty of
time on the ferry journey home to discuss the
previous 2 days epic racing but one thing was for
sure we were going back in 2015! That weekend
has just passed and again the Btrda have out
done themselves. A huge thank you to Bill
Skermer, John Rook and the rest of the
organisers, the Pembrey marshals who yet again
ran a faultless event, the bar staff (we might have
seen too much of them but that was our own
fault!) everyone had smiles on their faces all
weekend! The hours of traveling was all
worthwhile for the craic, on and off the track. We
had spent the last few months building a car with
that weekend in mind, it was touch and go
whether we would have it ready in time but with
some late nights we got it finished and headed for
Pembrooke. Saturday was a learning curve (I was
there with 200 more hp than last year) and with rx
you don’t get much time to plod around and get a
feel for things!its straight in, no kissing! I
managed to finish 5th which wasn’t bad but there
was more there so bolted on a set of slicks
(courtesy of the best tyre man in the UK, Mel
Williams), softened the car a bit and after a few
words of encouragement from the lads I was
ready for Sundays racing. The track got bumpy
and with the heat, threw up a lot of dust on the
gravel sections but I was second quickest all day
behind the insane Rwd Clio of Steve Cuzens,
which put me sandwiched between him and the
supercharged Mini Cooper of Todd Crooks on the
front row of the ‘ A’ Final. Not a great start left me
in 3rd in the 10 car field but managed to claw
back second on the run down to turn 2. The Clio
ahead!I could catch him on the gravel but with
over 400hp and spitting flames at me, he was
pulling away on the straights. He went wide on lap
3 and I got ahead of him and managed to hold
him and the rest of the chasing pack behind to
take the flag. It was one of those moments ill
never forget, pulling into the paddock surrounded
by all the lads who had helped me get the car
there, it made all the hard work worth it.
We are already making plans for Pembrey in
September and look forward to seeing everyone
again – “Peter McGarry
A fantastic weekend with great company. A very
well organised race weekend – “Darren Clarke”
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Provisional BTRDA Rallycross Championship Points Tables After Round 3
BTRDA Championship Overall
1st
Gary Cook
110 points
2nd
Todd Crooks
109 points
3rd
John Ward
107 points
4th
Martin Peters
106 points
5th
Jeff Hope-Davies 104 points
6th
Peter McGarry
104 points

SuperModified 1601 - 2100cc+ Class
Championship
1st
Gary Cook
126 points
nd
Philip Kelly
111 points
2
rd
David Attiwell
105 points
3
th
Scott Stuchbury
95 points
4
th
Simon Horton
33 points
5
th
Steve Rattue
33 points
6

BTRDA SuperModified Class
Championship Overall
st
1
Gary Cook
110 points
nd
Todd Crooks
109 points
2
rd
Peter McGarry
104 points
3
th
Philip Kelly
97 points
4
th
Kenny Hall
85 points
5
th
David Attiwell
85 points
6

SuperModified 1600cc Class Championship
st
1
Nick Potter
54 points
nd
Peter McGarry
42 points
2
rd
Brian Thornton
37 points
3
th
Kieran Curran
35 points
4
th
Larry Carter
35 points
5
th
John Allen
33 points
6

BTRDA Production Class Championship
Overall
st
1
John Ward
107 points
nd
Martin Peters
106 points
2
rd
Jeff Hope-Davies 104 points
3
th
James Orton
98 points
4
th
Paul Davis
95 points
5
th
Gareth Softley
87 points
6

Clubman 4*4 Class Championship
st
1
Dmitrij Sribnyi
45 points
nd
Gary Pusey
24 points
2
rd
Simon Horton
0 points
3

SuperModified 2101cc+ Class
Championship
st
1
Todd Crooks
101 points
nd
Peter McGarry
77 points
2
rd
Kenny Hall
68 points
3
th
Marc Griffin
68 points
4
th
Darren Clark
64 points
5
th
Marc Jones
57 points
6

Production 1601-2000cc Class
Championship
st
1
Gareth Softley
91 points
nd
Gwain Clark
65 points
2
rd
Barry Dutton
56 points
3
th
Martin Rodgers
21 points
4
Production 1600cc 16v Class Championship
st
1
Martin Peters
110 points
nd
Jeff Hope-Davies 108 points
2
rd
John Ward
107 points
3
th
James Orton
101 points
4
th
Paul Davis
97 points
5
th
Steve Wells
85 points
6
Production 1600cc 8v Class Championship
st
1
Damon Fatchett
111 points
nd
Eddie Gibbs
110points
2
rd
Ryan Stuchbury
108 points
3
th
Conor Hook
92 points
4
th
Leigh Hickey
75 points
5
th
Steve Kemp
58 points
6
Classic Mini Class Championship
st
1
Shelley Wakeling 48 points
nd
Martin Knowles
21 points
2
rd
Alan Forster
0 points
3
BMW Mini Class Championship
1st
David Bell
24 points
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Supported by REIS
ALLROUNDERS – HALFWAY ROUND
At last the weather is changing to warmer, as I
write this the garden thermometer is reading
22.8 degrees and rising.
I have just returned from our two day, rounds 2
and 3, Clubman’s Rallycross held at Pembrey
organised for BTRDA by BARC South Wales
center. With 55 entrants we expected to have
a good weekend of Serious Fun. There were
only two Allrounders entered. Jamie Yapp was
in a Suzuki Swift with left hand drive. Engine
noises put an end to his weekend as the car
was retired before the Sunday event. Connor
Hook’s Ford KA struggled against more
powerful engined cars, especially at this venue
were power is king on the longer tarmac
sections, but he scored points on both days.
Allrounders championship entrant numbers are
currently 30, the latest to join is James Nicholls
who drives on Forest rallies with Co-driver
David Allman (who, we notice, competed at
Curborough on Sunday). I should perhaps also
mention that the total BTRDA membership is
again up from last year, now over 1000. The
majority are competitors in our championships
along with marshals, organisers, or life
members who want to keep in touch with our
sports. The Rally series Challenge has not
tempted the Rally boys and girls to also enter
the Allrounders Championship.
Perhaps I
expected too much from those already
committed to their main sport.
Now, how have you all been getting on?

Richard & Pat Egger at Catton Park
Photo: Duncan Stephens

Current top scorer and already qualified is
Martin McKenzie with 55.44 points using
Autotest, Autosolo and Car Trials he has done
as I advise every year - qualify as soon as you
can then try and improve on your scores as the
season develops. In second place is last
year’s Champion Roger Holder with five events
from three Car Trials and two AutoSOLO to
total 81.02 points but still requiring a third group
to qualify. Current third place is held by
Autotest and Stunt driver Alastair Moffatt on
62.92 points from a Sporting Trial and three
Autotests, a third sport may possibly be a Car
Trial. Very close to Alastair is last year’s
Davijon Trophy winner Liam Rollings, again
using his Mini for AutoSOLO and Autotest.
Last year Liam’s third group was Autocross,
where very useful points were gained, so
perhaps that may happen again this year. We
will see. He has 62.00 points so far. Good to
see Alan Wakeman in the mix with 52.00 points
and looking for that extra event, as is Ben
Heggs on 44.12 points.
The full provisional scores are in this news and
as always are updated on the BTRDA website.
We have two in the under 25 age group for the
splendid Duckham Trophy. Amanda Wakeman
already has her three disciplines and is looking
for those additional two event scores to qualify
for our awards at the end of the year. The
other in this group is Connor Hook who we
think may be having a go at Autotest or
Autosolo, together with a sprint or as
a Co-Driver in a Forest Rally. We
must wait to see how this turns out.
We were interested to see Richard
and Pat Egger picking up points from
a Car Trial driving a Mini (850 cc?)
circa 1959/61, Speedwell Blue, I
think, with sliding windows and
external door hinges, all dating the
car without seeing the number plate,
says me. I had a similar blue 850 in
1962 and remember that as the good
old days. Jan says her first car was
a 1961 red “Austin Seven” in those
days 850 Mini. Now who had a white
one? I recall the first minis were red,
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white or blue. Good range of colours then!
So far there are 25 scoring points, 2 who
retired from events so no points just yet, and
three yet to do any events. Still early days as
we have the other half of the year to go with

loads of events in the BTRDA calendar of
serious fun.
Last weekend Jan and I attended a splendid
gathering of sporting trialers in Cornwall to
celebrate Calvin Kneebone’s Sporting Trials
achievements over many years.
Camel Vale motor club had
arranged this event with major
input from Duncan Stephens and
the co-operation of the MSA. Full
marks to all for a very special
event. Fearsome competitors at
times in their trials cars but great
pals all the same and all delighted
to be there.
There are more
details of this celebration in the
Sporting Trials section of this
News.

Miranda Wakeman at the Bristol AutoSolo
Photo: Scott Boulton Jackflashphotography.co.k

Whatever the weather, enjoy your
motor sport. Phil D

SPECIAL BTRDA MEMBERS OFFER
CELEBRATE MOTORSPORT
NEW’S 60TH ANNIVERSARY
WITH 6 ISSUES FOR JUST £1!
When your trial ends pay just £29.99 every
13 issues by Direct Debit – that’s 26% off
the shop price.

SUBSCRIBE ONLINE
www.themagazineshop.com/tmnew/btrda15

OR CALL 08448 488 834
QUOTING BTRDA15 OFFER ENDS 31ST JANUARY 2016

6 ISSUES FOR JUST £1!

Terms and Conditions: This offer open to UK residents only. Trial offers are limited to 2 trials per title within a 12 month period and we reserve the right
to refuse any orders over this limit. Price is £1 for your first 6 issues then continuous Direct Debit payments of £29.99 every 13 issues unless you cancel.
Savings are based on the standard UK cover price of £3.10. Direct Debit rates are fixed for 12 months after which they may be subject to change - should
prices change you will be informed in writing. Details of the Direct Debit Guarantee are available on request.If you would like to cancel your subscription
during your trial period we would advise that you do this before you receive your fourth issue, as we will need to debit your account before the end of
your trial to ensure you experience an uninterrupted service.The issues you receive during this trial period are covered by your first Direct Debit payment.
You can cancel the subscription (your next Direct Debit payment) at any time during this trial period. However, once the 2nd payment has been claimed
from your bank account, should you wish to cancel your subscription it will be cancelled on expiry of the current term which will not be refundable, other
than in exceptional circumstances. Details of the Direct Debit Guarantee are available on request. Offer ends 31st January 2016.
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REIS BTRDA Allrounders Championship
th
Provisional Overall Scores to 27 June 2015
Name
Martin MacKenzie
David Allman
Roger Holder
Liam Rollings
John Fox
Alastair Moffatt
Richard Yapp
Alan Wakeman
Ben Heggs
Stephen Watts
Jamie Yapp
Kevin Hardwick
Dave Walker
Richard Egger
Jess Fack
James Nicholls
Roger Priestnall
Duncan Wild
Brian Sharpe
Miranda Wakeman
Nick Pollitt
Robert Sharpe
Connor Hook
Pat Egger
Stuart Perren
Trevor Clarke
Alan Forster

Score Gp
6.67 A
13.33 B
17.50
13.33
14.29
17.78
10.00
3.33
5.00
8.00
8.00
15.00
10.00
8.00
11.43
8.89
15.65
5.00
15.00
1.67
15.56
10.00
4.00
1.54
7.50
5.00
Rtd

B
A
F
A
A
B
A
B
E
A
B
A
F
B
C
A
B
B
B
B
E
B
A
B
E

Score
8.00
8.89

Gp
A
B

15.00
16.00
17.78
17.14
15.56
16.67
4.62
12.00
18.89
2.22
6.15
6.67
6.67
13.33
8.00
10.00
8.33
10.00
5.00
5.00
6.67
4.71
Rtd

B
A
G
A
G
G
B
H
G
B
B
A
G
C
C
A
B
G
H
B
E
G
F

Score Gp Score
10.00 B
13.33
5.71 B
13.33
15.38
16.00
17.50
17.50
13.33
12.00
12.50
16.00
15.56
10.00
7.27
3.08
12.00
6.67

B
H
H
A
G
H
H
H
G
H
B
B
H
C

8.57

A

8.00

H

2.50
2.00

E
H

Gp
B
C*

Score
10.77
6.67

Gp
B
C*

17.14
16.67
16.00
12.00
2.50
10.00
12.00
10.00

H
H
H
F
H
H
H
H

16.00
16.00

H
H

13.33
10.00
14.00

H
H
H

15.00
12.00
6.67

H
H
G

8.00

H

3.33

H

Score Gp
6.67 H
6.67 G

Total
55.44 Q
54.60 Q
81.02
77.00
65.57
64.42
54.72
52.00
48.12
46.00
42.45
42.22
35.42
32.42
30.10
28.89
23.65
23.57
23.33
23.00
20.56
15.00
13.17
8.25
7.50
5.00
0.00

A – Autotest
B - Car Trials
C - Forest Rally
D - Asphalt Rally
E - Rallycross
F – Sporting Trials
G – Speed
H – AutoSOLO
* Indicates Rally Codriver
Names in italics
indicates Davijon
score

Davis Allman at the Wye Valley Trial
Photo: Angela Danby
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Normally the Sporting Trials world would be
dormant at this time of year, our last event
before the summer break is the Four Turnings
Trial in Cornwall in mid May, but Duncan
Stephens and others had the lovely idea to put
on a special club level event in mid June to
celebrate the long and successful trialling
career of Calvin Kneebone, who is unwell and
who was not informed of the surprise. He
thought he was going to spectate at a local Car
Trial on the site but instead he found many of
his old friends and competitors to welcome him.
John Fack, who is compiling the vast
spreadsheet of trials winners thought that those
present had racked up an astounding 450
championship trials wins between them! There
was also a group photo taken which contains
the winners of over 50 BTRDA Gold Stars! Not
surprisingly Calvin was overcome with emotion
at the support he received.
Whilst the chancellor and the government were
returned to power on the basis of a recovering
economy, the level of interest in our sport has
remained more or less level in recent years,
neither at crisis level nor booming, but
surviving. As usual entries in the Midlands
based events were strong, sometimes over 30,
the more far flung venues had to content
themselves with mid 20s, which is sustainable
but not much more. Our twice yearly trials
training days seem to be providing just enough
new entrants to the sport to replace those who
retire, and the used trials car business seems

to be able to provide for them, so there are no
really urgent crises on that front at least.
Where we do have a problem is with tyres as
both our current types, Toyo 330 and
Vredestein T-Trak, have ceased production at
more or less the same time, so there is
renewed urgency in the hunt for replacements.
Not too long ago there were very few 165/80 x
15 tyres on the market, but possibly because of
the boom in classic cars there are quite a few
available again, a quick check as I write this
showing 19 different types within the budget
price category, so at least we seem to have a
decent choice to consider.
One of the
problems in the past has been the performance
of a very ordinary looking tread pattern like the
T-Trak which, in spite of early reports to the
contrary, turned out to outperform all previous
tyres, something that is undesirable from both
the safety and the choice of sites points of
view. Needless to say extensive testing is on
going with a view to having one or more new
tyres in place for the 2016 championship.

For a very long time now the BTRDA has
published a newsletter for trials competitors
and organisers, which has been funded by
advertisers and physically printed and
distributed by Mike Stephens and his helpers.
The current issue under preparation is number
96 and will be the last one on paper. The costs
of postage, and printing and envelopes has
become too much, we have had to produce
fewer and fewer issues per year in order to fit
the maximum content into the
most economical postage
Mike & Carol Readings at the Hepplewhite Trial
category, so they have
Photo: Glenn Bennett
become rather out of date by
the time the people get to see
them. We have decided to
follow
many
other
organisations and produce
and distribute our news
electronically in future. This
will give us the chance to
include colour photographs,
something we could never do
previously in view of the
photocopied print, and we
hope to produce much
slimmer sheets much more
often. The content, which is
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largely provided by the competitors in the way
of event reports and letters will hopefully not
change, and a quick survey seems to indicate
that virtually all our current mailing list have
email addresses, so hopefully we should be
able to transfer smoothly to the new system in
the Autumn. Should any subscribers not be
able to receive the mag by email we may be
able to provide paper copies by post for a very
few people who are willing to pay for the
service, but this would be the exception.
The new committee seems to be getting itself
together slowly, with Jess Fack replacing
Jonathan Gibbs as secretary, Simon Kingsley
as Chairman replacing Julian Fack. Jonathan
supplied a very long and useful list of
secretarial “tasks” which came as something of
a surprise to many of us. No doubt many of
these will have to be hived off to others on the
committee. As ever when someone has been
performing well over many years in the
background the amount of work they do passes
largely unnoticed until they step down, a
monumental thank you to Jonathan for all his
efforts over the 17 years, but we will not be
missing him as he intends continuing his and
Frances’ involvement in the sport on the
organising side.
As far as results are concerned this year up to
the summer break Roland Uglow and Laura
Wilks’s Crossle on 84 points are having a great
year in the MSA British Championship, with Ian
Bell and Russell Sharp’s Hamilton some way
behind on 67 at the half way stage, see Simon
Kingley’s Short Event Reports
after this editorial. I had the
privilege to follow Roland at the
superb JB Taylor Trial, brilliantly
run by Ian Veale and a new site
near his home at Crewkerne,
recently and his confidence and
smooth car control was a delight
to see, no wonder he is in the
lead.
One of the particular concerns
in recent years has been the
retirement of clubs and/or
personnel from organising our
events. I have been pushing
this angle for some time now,

and finally we have some results. Last time I
mentioned Martin Grimwood’s efforts with the
Stone Trough Trial, the Stuart Butterfield Trial
and the Pennine, which took over the
Derbyshire site and date in the calendar in mid
April, as mentioned previously. Now we have
Ian Veale who has revitalized the JB Taylor as
mentioned above, if we continue to replace
those who fall by the wayside we will have
nothing to fear from the future.
At the Four Turning Trial there were four MSR
cars, something that has not been seen before,
and there is one more in the wings. Now that
John Fack’s version is starting to perform as it
should no doubt we will be seeing more MSRs
near the top of the results sheets in the near
future? It was good to see Mark Seward, their
creator, in attendance at the Calvin Kneebone
trial recently. Another noteworthy point from
the Kneebone trial was the astonishing
performance from Alastair Moffatt, in the old
Facksimile. We all know of his talent in other
areas, but it seems he is finally getting to grips
(pun intended!) with the subtleties of sporting
trials, not only that but he also got a mention on
BBC1’s Have I got News for You recently.
In addition to their summer activities the trials
competitors will be doing all sorts of fettling to
their steeds, and all will be revealed in early
September, so I look forward to seeing you on
the hills later in the year.
Julian Fack

Janette & Ian Fullwood at the Hepplewhite Trial
Photo: Glenn Bennett
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ST Short event reports
Southsea Motor Club Presidents
Trial 29/03/15 - 22 Starters
Julian Fack took the early lead chased by
brother John followed by Roland. Some hills
required the big gear while others the low down
pull. Hidden tree stumps caused the retirement
of Simon Kingsley and Keil Wright. Lunchtime
saw Duncan Stephens edging in front of Ian
Veale with Roland third. Heavy rain caused the
hills to become very slippery and Duncan hung
on to take his first win of the season.
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Duncan Stephens
Ian Veale
Roland Uglow

76 Points
78 Points
81 Points.

NPTCC Raymond Baxter Trial
12/04/15 - 16 Starters
Bryan Walker dominated the event from start to
finish in freezing conditions. The trial was run
at the highest venue we use, the organisers
shortened the event to two rounds to save the
marshals from freezing. Martin Grimwood took
a surprising second place and Barry Hogg took
third. This was a close scoring events with
second to eighth all covered by one point.
Boyd Webster won the Blue Class while Colin
Campbell in his first year took the Green
award.
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Bryan Walker
Martin Grimwood
Barry Hogg

47 Points
56 Points
57 Points.

Airedale Pennine Motor Club
The Pennine Trial
26/04/15 - 26 Starters
Ian Wright won the inaugural running of this
trial. Thomas took an early lead in very dry
conditions and carried the mantle to the last
round when he came unstuck on a short climb
this dropped him to fourth and let in Roland and

Andy Wilks. Boyd Webster won the Blue Class
and Ian Rodman took the Green Class. It was
good to see a new club running its first national
trial.
st
Ian Wright
6 Points
1
nd
Roland Uglow
8 Points
2
rd
Andy Wilks
10 Points.
3

Sporting Trials.Com JB Taylor
19/04/15 - 30 Starters.
Roland Uglow became the sixth different
winner of the season at this new venue. I
would think in time this will be used for the final.
Ian Bell led at lunch but a costly stall may have
cost him the event. The top five drivers were
all covered by four points, George Watson was
out competing first time in a while since his
back problem. Paul Price won the Blue Class
and David Hailes won the Green Class
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Roland Uglow
Thomas Bricknell
Duncan Stephens

27 Points
29 Points
29 Points.

Camel Vale Four Turnings Trial
10/05/15 - 14 Starters.
Peter Fenson mastered the bluebells straight
from the word go in his Ian Bell replica
Hamilton. Thomas was in the hunt all day till
the last round where a costly stall let Peter get
away. John Fack finished third on the day.
David Hailes finished a fine fifth to take the
Green Class while the sole travelling
Yorkshireman Richard Sharp took the Blue
Class in seventh place
st

1
nd
2
rd
3

Peter Fenson
Thomas Bricknell
John Fack
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2
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

27
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25
30
19
24
21
15
N

26

Four
Turnings

7
7
7
7
7
7
6
5
4
4
5
5
4
5
4
4
3
5
3
3
4
3
2
3
2
4
4
2
5
4
3
2
3
4
3
2
3
2
1
2
1
1
4
1
2
1

Pennine

Raymond
Baxter

26.29
29.00
24.71
23.71
23.14
17.57
23.00
21.80
27.00
26.75
21.20
25.50
25.00
28.33
21.00
20.75
25.33
18.50
24.00
18.67
13.25
16.00
22.50
15.00
22.00
11.00
10.50
21.00
9.50
12.67
12.33
18.00
12.00
17.00
11.33
14.00
9.00
26.00
22.00
20.00
18.00
18.00
8.00
15.00
3.00
4.00

JB Taylor

Trial Wins

7
6
7
7
7
7
5
5
4
4
5
4
4
3
4
4
3
4
3
3
4
3
2
3
2
4
4
2
4
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
1

Total Trials

184
174
173
166
162
123
115
109
108
107
106
102
100
85
84
83
76
74
72
56
53
48
45
45
44
44
42
42
38
38
37
36
36
34
34
28
27
26
22
20
18
18
16
15
6
4

Average

Red
Red
Red
Red
Red
Blue
Red
Blue
Red
Red
Blue
Red
Red
Red
Blue
Blue
Blue
Green
Red
Blue
Green
Green
Blue
Blue
Red
Green
Green
Red
Blue
Blue
Green
Blue
Green
Blue
Blue
Blue
Green
Red
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Blue
Green
Green

Trials

Total

Name
Ian Bell
Roland Uglow
Andy Wilks
Julian Fack
Peter Fensom
Richard Sharp
David Rance
Boyd Webster
Duncan Stephens
Josh Veale
Paul Price
Simon Kingsley
Ian Veale
Thomas Bricknell
Steve Courts
Barry Hogg
Bryan Walker
David Hailes
Andrew Woodhead
Martin Grimwood
Colin Campbell
Alan Murton
Brian Thornton
Robert Packham
George Watson
Neil Cromey
Ian Fullwood
Roger Bricknell
John Cole
Mike Readings
Ian Rodman
Jeffery Armistead
Michael Wevill
Jerome Fack
Pat Henson
Michael Salton
Alan Baker
Mark Milne
Nick Speed
David Zank
Alastair Moffatt
Paul Faulkner
Mike Baker
David Morris
Richard Perry
Janette Fullwood

Class

Provisional Championship Table - Top Scorers

19
29
28
15
14
12
21
26

27
30
24

28
24
26
27

25

29
28
30

20
27

29

13
23
14

24
29
22

26
18
9
5

12

20

23
22
11
7
17
5
13
6
18

7
22
6
25

11
17
23
16 R
10
8

10

R

4
4
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2015 MSA British Championship Provisional
Scores
by Janet Darbyshire, Championship Co-ordinator

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21

Roland Uglow
Ian Bell
Julian Fack
Andy Wilks
Duncan Stephens
Josh Veale
Peter Fensom
Ian Veale
David Rance
Simon Kingsley
Paul Price
Boyd Webster
Thomas Bricknell
Steve Courts
John Fack
Ian Wright
Andrew Woodhead
Bryan Walker
George Watson
Richard Sharp
Barry Hogg

Crosslé
Hamilton
Crosslé
RCAP
Crosslé
Sherpa
Hamilton
Sherpa
Crosslé
Crosslé
CAP 5
Crosslé
Crosslé
Facksimile
MSR
Sherpa Indy
Jedi
Jedi
Hamilton
Cartwright
Hamilton

84
67
61
56
48
47
43
40
40
32
31
27
26
24
23
23
18
16
14
13
12

22
23
24
25
27
28

31
33

37

41

Mark Milne
David Hailes
Bob Packham
Brian Thornton
Nick Speed
Jeff Armistead
Mike Salton
Richard Robarts
David Zank
John Cole
Jerome Fack
Alastair Moffatt
Martin Grimwood
Pat Henson
Mike Reaings
Paul Faulkner
Ian Fullwood
Neil Cromey
Roger Bricknell
Alan Murton
Colin Campbell
John Ridley

Crosslé
Facksimile
Sherpa
Kincraft
Crosslé
Huttton
Concord
RB7
Concord
MJH 3
MSR
Facksimile
Crosslé
Crosslé
Sherpa Indy
Sherpa Indy
CAP
Sherpa
Facksimile
BAM
Jedi
Sherpa
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8
7
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

SPECIAL AWARDS 2014 WINNERS
The Stross Rally Trophy

Vince Bristow

Awarded annually to the BTRDA member achieving the best performance(s) or individual result(s) on any
International or National Special Stage Rally Championship/Event. This trophy is awarded upon the
recommendation of the Rally Committee

The Jack Twyford Trophy

Euan Thorburn

Awarded annually to the highest placed BTRDA member driving on the British round of the World Rally
Championship or otherwise any event in the British Rally Championship

The John Gott Memorial Trophy

Dukeries Motor Club

A Special Award to be presented at the discretion of the Rallies Committee

The Patricia Baldwin Trophy

Angela Danby

A Special Ladies Award to be presented at the discretion of Council

The Automobile Club de Monaco Trophy

Matthew Robinson

Awarded to the winning driver in the Gold Star Series Historic Cup

HONORARY MEMBERS FOR LIFE
DEREK SMITH: Joined the BTRDA in 1951, competing regularly, particularly in Autotests, and won the Flather Star in1963.
After three years as Secretary of the Autotest Committee he became General Secretary of the Association from 1967-1982 and was
also Treasurer during the same period. As Chairman of the Rallycross Committee from 1976 to 1978, and a Group 1 RAC
Timekeeper, he did much to improve the standards of timekeeping at BTRDA Rallycross and Autocross events
PHIL and JANET DARBYSHIRE: Phil and Janet have been actively associated with the BTRDA since the 1960’s, and both
served on the Autotest Committee and since the Mid. 70's on the Allrounders Committee. Phil is still a member of Council and has
served on the Rallycross committee since 1984. Additionally they have been involved in the production of the BTRDA News

BRIAN and MARGARET STAPLETON: Though almost exclusively with Sporting Trials Committee, Brian and Margaret
have also served the Association since 1974 with Brian acting as Committee Secretary and Margaret as a co-ordinator for the
Sporting Trials Dinner. Both continue to take an active interest in the BTRDA.
MIKE and HAZEL STEPHENS: Mike has been involved in BTRDA activities for over 40 years, primarily concerned with the
Production Car Trial committee and was its champion many times over, but also as secretary to the Rallies committee during the
period of greatest development of both road and special stage championships. Chairmanship of the Association was taken up in
1982, and only relinquished in 1988 to the more demanding role of General Secretary until 2004. Hazel has been in charge of the
organisation of the AGM and Awards Presentation day since 1988, and between them, their household has looked after the
distribution and posting of News and Clear Round since the early 1980’s. They continue to be involved with various activities of the
Association, including book-keeping, and the Clear Round.
HOWARD WILCOCK: Howard joined the BTRDA Rally Committee in 1979 and has been involved with the BTRDA Rally
Championships since 1987, firstly with the Clubmans Championship, and subsequently the Gold Star Championship, as
Championship Co-ordinator. Throughout this period, his wholehearted commitment has been unstinting, his judgement and
decisions taken about the format of the championship as a whole have been crystal clear, resulting in the Gold Star Championship
being the pinnacle of clubman motorsport. He continues to be involved in the championship, and represents BTRDA on a number of
MSA Committees

BRIAN MIDGLEY: Brian has been involved with BTRDA for over 40 years, principally associated with the production car trial
world where he was committee chairman, and fierce competitor, for many of those years, whilst he was also responsible for the
Association’s awards for almost a decade. A constant and authoritative member of Council, he became a director of the Association
upon its conversion to a Limited Company, and subsequently elected as President in 1989. His tenure of that position has seen the
Association make great strides forward, both in its dealings with the MSA and in the motorsport world at large. His was the greatest
contribution in the re-organisation of the Association into Holding, and Operational, companies that exist today.

MIKE SONES: Mike joined BTRDA in 1972 specifically to contest the Production Car Trial Championship, and moved on to the
Autotest Championship in 1974. Having been rallying since 1963, he joined the Rallies Committee in 1977 and ran the Road Rally
Championship until it’s conclusion in 1987. Membership of the Allrounders/NEWS Committee began in the mid ‘70s, and the
organisation of the AGM and Luncheon followed the retirement of Ron Kemp in the mid ‘80s. He was elected Treasurer in 1982 and
served in that role until 1993. The Autotest Committee was joined in 1994, a membership that continues to this day. The Sporting
Trials Championship was contested for a few years in the late ‘90s. In addition, he chairs the Rallycross Committee and is involved
in the management of the MSA Asphalt Rally Championship. He was involved in the Association’s conversion to a Limited
th
th
Company, in the formation of the Holding and Operational companies that exist today, and in organising the 60 and 75
Anniversary celebrations. He was elected Chairman of Council in the Golden Jubilee Year of 1988 and continued in that position
until retiring in 2014.
BERNARD BAKER: Bernard joined the Autotest Committee, representing event organisers, when Eastern Counties MC won
the best event award for their Felixstowe round in 1977. He subsequently became committee secretary in 1980, a role he finally
relinquished in 1997. His accountancy skills also brought him to the attention of BTRDA Council, when he was asked to take the
role of Treasurer during 1994, a position subsequently confirmed at the AGM in 1995. He continued in the role until the end of 2014,
having successfully reported on the financial affairs of both the Holding and Operational companies for 20 years.
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